FUNCTIONAL NEOCORTICAL MICROCIRCUITRY DEMONSTRATED WITH INTRINSIC SIGNAL OPTICAL IMAGING IN VITRO
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Abstract—Intrinsic signal optical imaging was used to record the changes in light transmittance evoked by electrical stimulation in slices prepared from sensorimotor cortex of young adult rats. The spatial characteristics of the optical signal evoked by stimulation of layer II/III, IV, V, or VI were clearly different. Layer IV and V stimulation elicited a radially-oriented region of increased light transmittance which was “hourglass” shaped: its tangential extent was greatest in layers II/III and layer V, and least in layer IV. Layer VI stimulation also elicited a radially-oriented signal but the tangential extent of this signal was the same across layers II–VI—that is, it was column-shaped. Upper layer stimulation produced a signal whose tangential extent was much greater in the upper layers than its radial extent to the deeper layers. The spatial form of the stimulus-evoked intrinsic signal was not dependent on the cytoarchitectonic area in which it was elicited. The tangential and radial distribution of the signal evoked by stimulation of different layers appears to reflect the connectivity of cortex, particularly the horizontal connectivity present in layers II/III, V, and VI, and the interlaminar connections that exist between layers II/III and V and from layers VI to IV. The spatial characteristics of the intrinsic signal were independent of the strength of stimulation used. The idea that inhibitory mechanisms restrict the tangential extent of the signal was evaluated in experiments in which the intrinsic signal was recorded before and after the addition of 10 μM bicuculline methiodide. In all slices studied in this way (n = 12), bicuculline methiodide drastically increased the tangential extent of the signal. In 4/12 slices, the tangential spread of the signal was asymmetric with respect to the stimulus site. Asymmetric spread of the signal occurred for both layer V and layer VI stimulation and, in 2/4 of those cases, could be attributed to a cytoarchitectonic border whose presence appeared to restrict the spread of the signal across the border. Although increasing stimulation strength did not change the spatial characteristics of the radially-oriented signal evoked by layer V or VI stimulation, at maximal stimulus intensity the signal evoked from these layers was often accompanied by a band of decreased light transmittance in the most superficial layers (layers I and II).

It is concluded that in vitro intrinsic optical signal imaging allows one to image a response attributable to activation of local subsets of cortical connections. In addition, the opposite effects of high-intensity deep layer stimulation on the superficial layers vs layers III–VI of the same column raise the possibility that the most superficial layers may respond differently to repetitive input drive than the rest of the cortical column. © 1999 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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The intrinsic optical signal (IOS) is an activity-dependent change in the light scattering properties of neural tissue. The IOS elicited in brain slices by electrical stimulation is thought to reflect changes in the extracellular space following changes in extracellular ion concentrations. Specifically, it is thought that repetitive activity in a neuronal population leads to an accumulation of potassium in the extracellular space which is buffered, at least in part, by the surrounding glia. The movement of potassium from the extracellular space into glial cells, by ion pumps, transporters and channels, is accompanied by the uptake of water, leading to cellular swelling. The resultant decrease in the extracellular space causes a change in the refractive properties of the tissue such that the tissue becomes more transparent. The glial cell swelling model for the IOS is based on the following observations: (i) both furosemide and 0 mM extracellular Cl– solution block the IOS, presumably by affecting a Na+–K+–2Cl– transporter in astrocytes; (ii) the time-course (rise and fall time) of changes in the extracellular space is similar to the time-course of the IOS; and (iii) activity-dependent changes in the extracellular space of the rat optic nerve only occur after the differentiation of astrocytes. In addition, it has been established that the IOS recorded in vitro depends on synaptic activity: both the removal of calcium ions from the solution in which the slice is bathed and the addition of glutamate receptor antagonists strongly attenuate the signal. Since the IOS provides information about postsynaptic neuronal activity, it may prove to be a useful tool for investigating the spatial distribution of activity attributable to the different components of intrinsic cortical connectivity. While a number of studies have addressed the cellular mechanisms which may underlie the IOS in vitro, little work has been reported concerning the spatial characteristics of the signal. To date, IOS imaging in vitro has been used only to study the properties of neocortical response to repetitive afferent drive delivered at the layer VI/white matter (WM) border. As a result, the spatial specificity of the signal has not been clearly established. Here we report that evaluation of the IOS elicited by applying electrical stimuli to different layers of rat sensorimotor cortex slices provides information about the spatial characteristics of the activity evoked by both inter- and intralaminar cortical connections, and about the functional expression of connections within and between different cytoarchitectonic areas. The results suggest that the IOS has substantial spatial specificity and allows experimental evaluation of the neural mechanisms that mediate the response of cortex to repetitive afferent drive.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Coronal slices (500 μm; 50 slices from 22 animals) were prepared from the sensorimotor cortex of young adult rats (100–125 g; Sprague–Dawley; Charles River). Following decapitation, the brain was rapidly removed and placed in ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) having the following composition (in mM): NaCl, 118; KCl, 4.8; CaCl₂, 2.5; NaHCO₃, 25; MgSO₄, 1.2; KH₂PO₄, 1.2; and glucose, 10. Slices were cut in ice-cold ACSF using an oscillating tissue slicer (OTS-4000, Electron Microscopy Sciences). Slices were stored in a bath of warmed (30°C), oxygenated (95% O₂, 5% CO₂) ACSF for a recovery period of at least 1 h prior to placement in a recording chamber mounted on an inverted microscope (Diaphot 200, Nikon). Slices were submerged in the chamber, held in place with a fine mesh, and perfused with warmed (28–30°C) oxygenated ACSF at a rate of 1.5–2 μl/min. The composition of the ACSF used in the recording chamber was the same as that in the recovery chamber. For those experiments using bicuculline methylidide or picrotoxin (Sigma), the drug was dissolved in the standard ACSF (warmed and oxygenated) and added to the bath.

A bipolar stimulating electrode (50 μm) was placed in layer II, III, IV, V, VI or at the layer VI/WM border using visible morphological features (pial surface and the layer VI/WM border). For each experiment, the stimulation location was confirmed on the basis of cytoarchitectonic criteria in Nissl-stained sections (prepared with a cryostat, stained using Cresyl Echt Violett, mounted on glass slides and coverslipped) using the brain atlas of Swanson.³⁶ The site of stimulation application was, most frequently, in primary somatosensory cortex; the upper and lower limb and trunk representations as well as the barrel field), but in several slices sites in posterior association area (parietal cortex) were stimulated.

Stimuli were 0.2 ms square-wave pulses delivered by a constant-current stimulus-isolation unit attached to a programmable pulse generator (Master 8, AMPI). The viability and functional stability of the slice was monitored using evoked potential recordings. Glass micropipettes filled with 1 M NaCl (impedance 1–2 MΩ) were placed approximately 400 μm from the pial surface (layer III) when layer V or VI stimulation was used, and in layer V when the upper layers were stimulated. Evoked potentials were band-pass filtered (30–300 Hz) and sampled at 20 kHz. A threshold stimulus, defined as the minimum current necessary to generate an evoked potential, was determined for each slice; for the data reported in this paper the threshold current ranged from 30 to 50 μA. Stimulus intensities of 1.0–3.0× threshold, delivered in 3-s trains at a rate of 10 Hz, elicited a strong intrinsic signal that could be generated repeatedly over a time-period of several hours. Stimulus trains were delivered at intervals of 5 min.

Trains of stimuli delivered to layer VI of rat sensorimotor cortex elicited an IOS with distinctly different spatial properties from the IOS elicited by stimulation of layer V. Stimuli delivered to layer VI or at the layer VI/WM border elicited a column-shaped IOS extending continuously from above the stimulating electrode to just below the pial surface (Figs 2, 3; n = 15 slices). With this stimulus placement, the tangential extent of the IOS was the same in all cortical layers in which it was present (layers II–VI). Moreover, increasing the stimulus strength—the amount of current delivered to layer VI—resulted primarily in an increase in the strength of the column-shaped signal with little or no effect on its tangential extent (Fig. 3B, C). In contrast, stimuli delivered to layer V (n = 12 slices) consistently elicited an IOS comprised of two major horizontal bands, one in the upper layers (layers II/III) and the other in layer V (an “hourglass” spatial pattern; Fig. 4A, see also Figs 1, 5C). These two bands were separated by a more tangentially limited and often weaker signal in layer IV. In some cases, the signal in layer IV was virtually absent following layer V stimulation (Fig. 5C). As with the IOS elicited from layer VI, changes in the strength of stimuli delivered in layer V resulted primarily in an increase in the strength of the signal at the same loci that exhibited a signal at lower stimulus intensities, thus increasing stimulus strength had little or no effect on the tangential extent of the IOS. Stimuli delivered to layer IV (n = 5 slices) resulted in a spatial pattern similar to that observed following layer V stimulation (Fig. 4B); a tangentially restricted signal was evoked in layer IV and a horizontally more extensive signal was evoked in layers II/III and V.

Interestingly, for both layer V and layer VI stimulation, a strong stimulus intensity (>2×threshold) often elicited an components of the IOS developed with distinct time-courses. Figure 1A shows the time-course of an “hourglass” IOS elicited by stimulation delivered at the layer V/VI border (see below) at a temporal resolution of ~ 600 ms. The signal first appears, albeit weakly, 200 ms (second frame) after the start of the stimulus train. The signal recorded after 800 ms of stimulation (third frame) has the same spatial form observed in all subsequent frames. Thus, although the temporal resolution of our imaging system is limited, it appears that the intrinsic signal at all locations within an hourglass-shaped territory located immediately above the stimulus site develops with the same time-course.

Although an IOS can be elicited by a quite brief train of repetitive stimulation (for example, only eight stimuli had been delivered at a rate of 10 Hz before the image in Frame 3 of Fig. 1A was recorded), longer duration stimulus trains elicited a signal with higher signal-to-noise ratio. This becomes evident upon comparison of the IOS in Frame 4 with the IOS in Frames 1–3 of Fig. 1A. As a result, a stimulus paradigm using 10 Hz trains delivered for 3 s was chosen for all subsequent trials. The time-course of the IOS intensity elicited by several different stimulus paradigms is shown in Fig. 1C. Although IOS intensity clearly increases with the number of stimuli applied, the spatial form of the signal elicited with the different conditions remained the same (Fig. 2).

Spatial characteristics of the intrinsic optical signal: layer IV–VI stimulation

Trains of stimuli delivered to layer VI of rat sensorimotor cortex elicited an IOS with distinctly different spatial properties from the IOS elicited by stimulation of layer V. Stimuli delivered to layer VI or at the layer VI/WM border elicited a column-shaped IOS extending continuously from above the stimulating electrode to just below the pial surface (Figs 2, 3; n = 15 slices). With this stimulus placement, the tangential extent of the IOS was the same in all cortical layers in which it was present (layers II–VI). Moreover, increasing the stimulus strength—the amount of current delivered to layer VI—resulted primarily in an increase in the strength of the column-shaped signal with little or no effect on its tangential extent (Fig. 3B, C).

In contrast, stimuli delivered to layer V (n = 12 slices) consistently elicited an IOS comprised of two major horizontal bands, one in the upper layers (layers II/III) and the other in layer V (an “hourglass” spatial pattern; Fig. 4A, see also Figs 1, 5C). These two bands were separated by a more tangentially limited and often weaker signal in layer IV. In some cases, the signal in layer IV was virtually absent following layer V stimulation (Fig. 5C). As with the IOS elicited from layer VI, changes in the strength of stimuli delivered in layer V resulted primarily in an increase in the strength of the signal at the same loci that exhibited a signal at lower stimulus intensities, thus increasing stimulus strength had little or no effect on the tangential extent of the IOS. Stimuli delivered to layer IV (n = 5 slices) resulted in a spatial pattern similar to that observed following layer V stimulation (Fig. 4B); a tangentially restricted signal was evoked in layer IV and a horizontally more extensive signal was evoked in layers II/III and V.

Interestingly, for both layer V and layer VI stimulation, a strong stimulus intensity (>2×threshold) often elicited an
IOS in the most superficial layers which was opposite in sign to the signal in the region immediately below it (see Figs 5A and 7A). Thus, with both high intensity layer V and layer VI stimulation, layers I and II often showed a decrease in light transmittance at higher stimulus intensities, while layers III–VI in the same column showed an increase in transmittance.

Spatial characteristics of the intrinsic optical signal: upper layer stimulation

Unlike stimulation delivered to layer V or VI, stimulation at sites in the upper layers (50–300 μm below the pial surface, n = 14 slices) elicited IOSs that were not radially oriented. Rather, the signal elicited by upper layer stimulation consisted of a tangentially extensive band of activity in the upper layers which decreased progressively in intensity as the deep layers were approached (Fig. 4C; n = 11 slices). In one slice, the band in the upper layers was paralleled by a second similarly oriented band in the lower layers (Fig. 4D, E). Between these two IOS bands was a region of weaker signal in layer IV. Stimuli delivered deeper in the upper layers (400 μm below the surface) resulted in an IOS consisting of one tangential band of activity extending across the upper layers with a narrower radial band of signal extending as a column to the lower layers (IV–V) (Fig. 4F; n = 6 slices). As was the case with lower layer stimulation, an increase in the intensity of stimuli delivered to the upper layers resulted in an increased magnitude of the signal, but had little or no effect on its tangential extent (Fig. 4D, E). No regions of decreased light transmittance were observed following upper layer stimulation, even when quite strong stimulus intensities (3 × threshold) were used.

Effects of inhibitory block

The observation that the IOS evoked by layer V or VI stimulation remained unchanged in its tangential extent, even with substantial increases in stimulus intensity, led us to test the possibility that stimulus-evoked inhibitory mechanisms were constraining the tangential spread of the signal. The results obtained following a brief application of 10 μM bicuculline methiodide (BMI) to the slice were fully consistent with this idea: BMI caused a dramatic increase in both the intensity and tangential extent of the IOS (n = 11 slices, Fig. 5). In addition, the manner in which the tangential extent of the IOS was modified after exposure to BMI depended on the initial (predrug) spatial pattern type. More specifically, application of 10 μM BMI to a slice in which trains of stimuli to layer VI elicited a column-shaped IOS caused a tangential spread of the IOS that was the same in the upper layers (II/III), the deep layers (V/VI) and in layer IV (Fig. 5A, B). As a result, the columnar shape of the response was maintained after exposure to BMI, although at the peak of the drug effect the column-shaped signal was substantially wider in tangential dimension than it was prior to BMI treatment. Similarly, in slices in which an hourglass-shaped signal was elicited by a train of stimuli delivered to layer V, BMI application caused a dramatic increase in the tangential extent of the IOS in both
the upper layers (II/III) and layer V, but relatively little or no change in layer IV (Fig. 5C, D). In four out of 11 slices treated with 10 μM BMI, the increase in tangential extent of either the hourglass or column-shaped signals after drug treatment increased asymmetrically about the stimulating electrode (described in more detail below). Finally, in those cases in which the predrug IOS included a band of decreased light transmittance in layers I/II, 10 μM BMI consistently eliminated this component of the signal (four out of four slices; Figs 5A, 7A, B). Recovery from the BMI-mediated block of GABA A conductances consisted both of a reversion of the stimulus-evoked IOS to its original spatial extent and a reappearance of the band of decreased light transmittance observed in the most superficial layers.

Recently, BMI has been shown to block the small conductance Ca 2+ -activated potassium channel responsible for slow afterhyperpolarization. Consequently, the results obtained with BMI could be due to a direct excitatory effect rather than to disinhibition mediated by GABA A receptor block. To test this possibility, we recorded the IOS in three slices before and after a brief exposure to 100 μM picrotoxin (n = 3 slices). Picrotoxin treatment had an effect similar to BMI, resulting in a dramatic increase in the tangential extent of the IOS elicited from layer VI (not shown).

Effect of cytoarchitectonic areas and borders

To evaluate the possibility that the spatial properties of the IOS were determined by morphological variables such as the cortical area in which the stimuli were delivered and not by the laminar site of stimulation, Nissl-stained sections were prepared from the slices from which functional images had been obtained. No relationship was found between the cytoarchitectonic area in which the stimuli had been applied and the spatial pattern type observed. For example, layer VI stimulation in both barrel field and non-barrel field (upper limb representation) sensorimotor cortex elicited a column-shaped activity pattern (Fig. 6). Indeed, for slices taken from a −5 mm anterior-posterior range (+1.0 mm bregma to −4.0 mm bregma) and with stimulation sites from a near medial location to 6 mm lateral to the midline, the spatial characteristics of the signals elicited by stimulation in a given layer were remarkably similar. The sites to which stimuli were applied were predominantly in primary somatosensory cortex (the upper and lower limb and trunk representations as well as the barrel field) but for several slices were in posterior association area (parietal cortex).

While the spatial form of the IOS was independent of the cytoarchitectonic or functional area in which it was elicited, the IOS spread under inhibitory block did appear to respect cytoarchitectonic borders. In two cases it was found that the asymmetric spread of activity under BMI treatment coincided with the presence of a cytoarchitectonic border. More specifically, in both of those cases the IOS exhibited a tangential spread within the cytoarchitectonic area which included the stimulation site, with the lateral spread in the other direction ending abruptly at the location of a distinct cytoarchitectural border. Figure 7 shows an example in which the signal extends tangentially for a large distance within the cytoarchitectonic area (non-barrel field cortex) to which the stimulus was applied, but extends only slightly into the adjacent cytoarchitectonically distinct area (barrel field cortex).

DISCUSSION

The observed changes in the spatial characteristics of the IOS that accompany changes in the laminar position of the stimulating electrode, the relative insensitivity of the IOS to changes in stimulation strength, the molding of the IOS by stimulus-evoked inhibitory mechanisms, and, finally, the possible influence of cytoarchitectonic borders on the IOS, all suggest that the signal reflects the functional connectivity of cortex. In addition, the observation that the component of the IOS in layers I and II often includes a decrease in light transmittance, while the component in layers II to VI consists of an increase in transmittance, suggests that the columnar response of cortex to layer VI stimulation may involve different processes in the most superficial and deeper cortical layers.
Functional imaging of cortical connectivity

The dependence of the spatial characteristics of IOS activity patterns on the laminar position of the stimulating electrode used to elicit them, their insensitivity to changes in the intensity of stimulation, and the effect of blocking GABA_A conductances with BMI, leads to the model of cortical circuitry presented in Fig. 8. The arrows in Fig. 8 indicate the minimum intra- and interlaminar connectivity needed to explain the spatial characteristics of the functional images and does not include all known interlaminar cortical connections. The interlaminar arrows in Fig. 8 indicate the presence of functional connectivity between two layers without implying a direct input from one to the other (due to the difficulty in distinguishing between ortho- and antidromically relayed activity; see below). The IOSs evoked by layer V stimulation, a prominent signal in both layers II/III and V with relatively weak or no signal in layer IV, suggests the existence of a strong functional connectivity between layer V and layers II/III that avoids layer IV. The large tangential extent of the signal in layers II/III and V presumably reflects the presence of a rich horizontal connectivity in those layers.

Fig. 3. The effect of changes in stimulus strength on intrinsic optical signal spatial patterns elicited from the layer VI/white matter border. (A) Column-shaped activity pattern elicited by a pulse train delivered in layer VI. Evoked potential elicited by the first stimulus of the train used to elicit the intrinsic optical signal is shown to the right of the image. (B) A doubling of the stimulus intensity (from 1.5× threshold to 3.0× threshold, threshold = 50 μA) increases the intensity of the intrinsic optical signal but has little effect on the tangential extent of the signal. Evoked potential elicited by the first stimulus of the train used to elicit the intrinsic optical signal is shown to the right of the image. (C) Tangential intensity distribution for the two images. The distribution for the image in (A) is shown with the broken line. Each point in the intensity distribution represents the average intensity of pixels in a single-pixel wide column extending from the pial surface to the location of the stimulating electrode. Both distributions were smoothed with a moving average filter to facilitate comparison. Scale bar for panels A and B is shown under panel A (1 mm). The scale bar for the evoked potentials and the intensity distribution is shown in the upper right.
Similarly, the restricted width of the signal in layer IV, observed following both layer V and layer IV stimulation, presumably reflects the absence of horizontal connectivity in layer IV. The variable strength of the signal in layer IV following layer V stimulation could be ascribed to the strength of thalamocortical input recruited by our stimulus.
at that cortical location. Layer II/III stimulation resulted in a band of activity in layer V in only one slice out of the 11 tested, suggesting a similar, albeit weaker, functional connectivity from layer II/III to V. However, in all cases of upper layer stimulation, the tangential extent of the IOS in the supra-granular layers was greater than in layer IV, indicative of the excitatory horizontal connections deriving from pyramidal cell axon collaterals in layers II/III.

In contrast to layer V stimulation, trains of stimuli delivered in layer VI elicited a column-shaped IOS with equal tangential extent across all layers. Why is it that stimulation in layer VI leads to a signal in layer IV which has the same tangential extent as in layers II/III, V and VI, while layer V stimulation produces a tangentially extensive IOS in layers II/III V, but only a very narrow band of activity in layer IV? A possible explanation is the presence of horizontal connectivity in layer VI and of excitatory axonal collaterals from layer VI pyramidal cells to layer IV neurons. In this view, the signal in layer IV is generated by two inputs. A narrow IOS signal is generated in layer IV by thalamocortical input (as with layer V stimulation) which is filled-in or widened by a projection from layer VI pyramidal cells. The images obtained under inhibitory conductance block are consistent with this model of cortical connectivity. When there was a tangential spread of the IOS in layer VI, the spread of the IOS in layer IV matched that in layer VI; when there was little or no signal in layer VI, blocking inhibition failed to lead to a tangential spread of activity in layer IV. In addition, the IOS generated during BMI treatment was found to respect cytoarchitectonic borders—at least

Fig. 5. Effect of BMI on intrinsic optical signal spatial activity patterns. (A) Control, drug effect, and postdrug recovery for a column-shaped activity pattern elicited by a train of stimuli applied to layer VI. Note that a clear band of decreased light transmittance exists just below the pial surface in the control image, and that this part of the signal is blocked by the application of 10 μM BMI. (B) Bottom—tangential intensity distribution for each image shown in (A); Top—evoked potential elicited by the first stimulus in the train. (C, D) Same format as in (A, B) for an “hourglass” activity pattern elicited by a train of stimuli applied to layer V. Note that BMI caused an increase in the tangential extent of the signal in the upper layers and layer V, but did not change either the intensity or tangential extent of the intrinsic optical signal in layer IV. Each point in the intensity distributions represents the average intensity of pixels in a single pixel-wide column extending from the pial surface to the location of the stimulating electrode.
those borders which were substantial enough to be detected in the Nissl-stained sections we prepared from each slice.

Electrical stimulation of the type used in this study elicits both antidromic and orthodromic activity. We and others have previously shown that the IOS requires postsynaptic activation since the removal of Ca\(^{2+}\) ions from the solution with which the slice is perfused leads to a total but reversible loss of the signal.\(^{19,20}\) Similarly, the application of the glutamate receptor antagonists \(\text{D-2-amino-phosphovaleric acid (D-APV, 100 \, \mu M)}\) and \(6\text{-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, 10 \, \mu M)}\)\(^{15}\) or kynurenic acid (1.5 mM)\(^{20}\) leads to an almost complete block of the IOS. Thus, the IOS does not appear to reflect antidromic activity directly. Of course, antidromically-conducted activity which is relayed synaptically to a postsynaptic cell should contribute to the signal. As a result, the spatial patterns described above reflect functional

Fig. 6. Comparison of intrinsic optical signal elicited in two different cytoarchitectonic areas. (A, B) Images of column-shaped activity patterns elicited in two different slices by stimulation applied in layer VI. Stimulus parameter for both slices was a train of 30 stimuli (3 s at 10 Hz) at a current strength of 2.0 x threshold. (A’ and B’) Nissl-stained sections obtained from the slices that yielded the images shown in (A) and (B). Black dots in the Nissl sections indicate the position of the stimulating electrode. The slice shown in the top right panel is from ~3.5 mm posterior to bregma; the stimulus location is 3.5 mm lateral from the midline. The slice on the bottom right is from ~1 mm anterior to bregma; the stimulus location is 4 mm lateral from the midline. Section orientation: medial to the left. (C) Scaled tangential and radial segmentation plots showing the intensity distributions for intrinsic optical signals shown in A and B. The distributions obtained by radial and tangential segmentation were smoothed with a moving average filter to facilitate comparison.
connections originating in a particular layer as well as axons projecting to that layer. For instance, the IOS generated in layer V following layer VI/WM stimulation reflects both orthodromically relayed activity (for example, activity relayed to layer V via layer IV) and inputs to layer V generated by the backfiring of pyramidal cell axons leaving cortex from layer V.

Comparison with other anatomical, neurophysiological, and optical imaging studies

This report is the first to use IOS imaging to study the functional microcircuitry of cortex in vitro. Other studies using IOS imaging in vitro have reported only on the properties of neocortical response to repetitive afferent drive delivered at the layer VI/WM border. As a result, some confusion has arisen as to the spatial specificity of the intrinsic optical signal. However, the similarity of our images of functional cortical connectivity with those obtained using voltage-sensitive dye imaging, as well as our observation that the IOS elicited by layer VI/WM stimulation contains minicolumn-scale periodicities, suggests that the IOS has substantial spatial resolution.

The functional connectivity suggested by our results is consistent with the findings reported by anatomical studies. The collaterals of layer II/III and V pyramidal cells have been found to provide long-range horizontal connections in those layers in a number of species and cortical areas including rat somatosensory cortex. Interlaminar connections between layers II/III and V have also been described in rat somatosensory cortex. The presence of long-range horizontal connectivity in layer VI similar to that observed in layers II/III and V has been documented in the somatosensory cortex of the rat using a number of different labeling techniques including rhodamine-coated microspheres and biocytin.

Fig. 7. Effect of BMI on intrinsic optical signal elicited near a cytoarchitectonic border. (A) The initial spatial pattern elicited by an electrode placed at the border of layer VI and layer V. This signal shows tangential spread of activity (presumably mediated by horizontal connections) towards the right of the image and a lesser spread to the left. The black box delineates the region shown in the Nissl-stained section in (C). (B) Effect of 10 μM BMI. (C) Low-magnification image of a Nissl-stained section obtained from the same slice. Position of the stimulating electrode is enclosed by the black-framed box. Arrow indicates locus of cytoarchitectonic transition between non-barrel (upper limb representation) and barrel field cortex. Section orientation: medial to the left. (D) Higher-power image of the same section.
Such an explanation would rely on the presence of layer VI also being particularly favorable for driving cells in layer VI. Our results suggest that the experimental physiological stimulation of cortex. The difference between the border, a location usually chosen for allowing the most neuroanatomical connectivity since the IOS reflects synaptic activity radially within the cortical column. Arrows do not indicate the direction of neuroanatomical connectivity but rather, arrows indicate that it is possible to drive activity in the recipient layer with stimuli delivered at its starting point.

exist, although whether they target predominantly inhibitory or excitatory interneurons has been a subject of debate. Ahmed et al. report that layer VI pyramidal cells are the main source of excitatory input to layer IV spiny stellates in the cat visual cortex while White and Keller report that the same projection in the mouse somatosensory cortex is primarily onto inhibitory interneurons. Unfortunately, the method of IOS does not allow one to distinguish between excitatory projections onto inhibitory or excitatory interneurons. Layer IV itself contains little horizontal connectivity.

The presence of horizontal connectivity in the supragranular and infragranular layers is believed to contribute to the large receptive fields (RFs) of neurons in those layers. Similarly, the lack of horizontal connectivity in layer IV is believed to result in the relatively small RFs recorded in that layer. A number of studies have discussed the presence of a functional “hourglass,” the waist of which is located in layer IV and indicative of the spatially restricted RFs found there. However, other studies have failed to find a difference in RF size in layer IV and have concluded that RF size is independent of the laminar location of the recorded neuron. Interestingly, hourglass-shaped IOS patterns were observed in the present study following layer IV and V stimulation, but not following stimulation delivered at the layer VI/WM border, a location usually chosen for allowing the most physiological stimulation of cortex. The difference between functional hourglass and columnar patterns recorded in vivo could be due to differences in anesthetic or stimulus conditions among studies. Our results suggest that the experimental conditions which result in RFs of equal size in all layers may also be particularly favorable for driving cells in layer VI. Such an explanation would rely on the presence of layer VI projections to layer IV to provide input from distal RF locations. Finally, the functional connectivity suggested here is consistent with that proposed by Armstrong-James and colleagues in a study of the laminar dependence of neuronal response latency.

The results of this study, both the model of cortical connectivity and the images underlying it, are similar to those obtained in previous studies using voltage-sensitive dyes (VSDs). There are, however, several important distinctions between this study and the previous VSD studies. First, in VSD studies removal of calcium from the solution that perfused the slices had little effect on the fast-component of the VSD signal, leading the authors to conclude that this component of the signal was largely a result of presynaptic or antidromic activity. These previous studies also reported components of the VSD which did depend on postsynaptic activity, but this signal was found either to be spatially non-specific or to occur in a restricted region of the previously active area (see below). In contrast, we and others have shown that the IOS is strongly dependent on postsynaptic activity since removing extracellular calcium ions blocks the IOS almost entirely. Thus, although images obtained using VSDs and IOS imaging are quite similar, the IOS is strongly dependent on postsynaptic activity while the VSD signal includes a large component which is not. Second, the present experiments investigated the role of inhibitory mechanisms in sculpting each of the activity patterns while, to our knowledge, similar experiments have not been reported for VSD imaging. Third, the present results suggest that the mechanism responsible for generating the IOS works in opposite ways in the most superficial layers and the rest of the cortical column (see below). Similar observations have not been reported using VSDs. Finally, since the signal discussed here is “intrinsic”, it may represent a spatially localized, but temporally delayed, physiological mechanism that alters subsequent neuronal response. If so, the IOS may measure a process important in the response of cortex to repetitive drive (see below).

**The intrinsic optical signal and its potential importance**

What is the basis of the *in vitro* IOS? Although it is well established that the signal elicited by electrical stimulation requires activation of postsynaptic receptors, the precise mechanism responsible for the generation of the IOS *in vitro* is not entirely clear. It has been proposed by several groups that the signal is a result of astrocytic swelling subsequent to extracellular potassium accumulation. Neurons are less susceptible to cell swelling and are thus unlikely to contribute to the IOS. The astrocytic cell swelling model for the IOS is based on the observation that both furosemide and 0 mM Cl\(^-\) solution block the IOS, presumably by affecting a Na\(^+\)-K\(^+\)-2Cl\(^-\) transporter in astrocytes, that the time-course (rise and fall time) of changes in the extracellular space are similar to the time-course of the IOS, and that activity-dependent changes in the extracellular space of the rat optic nerve only occur after the differentiation of astrocytes. The results presented here do not significantly contribute to or detract from the above model, although our observation of an opposite light transmittance band in the most superficial layers is not easily explained by it. More recently, however, Holthoff et al. have proposed an explanation for the IOS...
which could account for the opposite light transmittance changes observed in the most superficial layers.17 Their model relies on the directed potassium spatial buffering model of Dietzel et al. in which potassium accumulation is most substantial in the middle layers and astrocytic buffering of these changes includes uptake of potassium in the middle layers and a parallel release of potassium near the pial surface9,10 (a form of the spatial buffering hypothesis of Orkand et al.23). In this model, the release of potassium at the pial surface by astrocytes leads the cells in this local region to shrink, with a resultant increase in the extracellular space and decrease in light transmittance. Although such a model could explain the presence of the opposite light transmittance change observed at higher stimulus intensities, one would expect that the increased neuroelectric activity that occurs under BMI block would lead to greater potassium accumulations in the middle layers, and thus to an increase in the intensity of this band of activity, rather than to its elimination as was observed. Presently, however, we have no alternative explanation for the presence of the band of decreased light transmittance in the upper layers.

Although the basis of the IOS is not entirely understood, we propose that both its spatial and temporal characteristics may make it useful for studies of mechanisms of information processing in neocortex. First, although the signal is spatially specific it is clearly decoupled in time from the neuronal activity which elicits it. Not only does the signal rise slowly and peak after neuroelectric activity has stopped, but the IOS takes tens of seconds to disappear (Fig. 1 and Refs 15, 16 and 20). Thus, the IOS may identify regions of previously active cells. If IOS signal reflects changes in the extracellular space or the concentration of extracellular ions or neuroactive substances, neurons in a region in which an IOS is present may respond differently to further stimulation than they would otherwise. If this proves to be correct, the IOS could be useful for studies of the mechanisms by which repetitive activity induces dynamic changes in the state of cortical neurons and circuits. Experiments designed to test this hypothesis are currently being conducted in our laboratory.
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